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Topline
Monthly returns

▲ 3.42%▲ 2.88%

BenchmarkFund

Benchmark: MSCI Europe Value Index (Total Return Net)

Markets European equities rebounded in August, with the MSCI Europe
Index (net) gaining 2.9% (in euro terms), leaving it down 11.5% year
to date.

Helped An underweight position and stock selection in utilities and stock
selection in banks.

Hurt An underweight position in capital goods and stock selection in
automobiles & components.

Outlook With cautious moves towards reopening economies, we have
passed the low point in economic demand and confidence should recover
– albeit from dramatically low levels.

Past performance is not a reliable indicator of current and future results.

Fund overview
Investment objective
To provide long-term capital growth by investing primarily in a value style-
biased portfolio of European companies.

Month in review
•Not holding Sanofi, the French multinational pharmaceutical company,

contributed to performance. The stock fell as the drugmaker informed that its
rheumatoid arthritis drug Kevzara failed a phase three clinical trial for use with
severely ill Covid-19 patients. It also notified of its decision to discontinue further
studies on the drug. The company came under an investigation for manslaughter
charges in France over its anti-epilepsy drug Depakine and also faced another
probe by the US Department of Justice concerning its failure to disclose the
potential presence of a probable carcinogen in the heartburn drug Zantac.

•Not holding HSBC was also positive for relative returns in August. The
multinational financial services company released first-half 2020 results, with
disappointments on the key net interest income line, and impairments, and
significant weakness in the equities division. The company guided to continued
net interest income headwinds throughout the rest of the year and into next,
leading to a continuation of the earnings downgrade trend.

•Not holding Daimler, the German car manufacturer, detracted from relative
returns in August. The company reached an agreement worth USD 2.2 billion to
settle a US lawsuit brought on by the government and civilians over the diesel-
emissions scandal.

•Not holding BASF, the German multinational chemical company, also detracted
from relative returns over the period. The company benefited as industrial and
manufacturing activity began to rise again, with many companies in the broader
industrials sector performing well this month.

Looking ahead
•We are currently most overweight in insurance and telecommunications

services. The largest underweight positions are in utilities and capital goods.

• The largest increase at the sector level was in capital goods, primarily driven
by Siemens, a German multinational conglomerate company. We bought
Siemens as post the spin-off of its energy business, there is a large sum of the
parts discount on the remaining higher-quality businesses. The transaction
should trigger the unlocking of value in the company's digital and smart
infrastructure businesses.

• The largest decrease at the sector level was in automobiles & components,
driven by Faurecia, a French global automotive supplier. We sold Faurecia for
valuation reasons – the fact that the company's earnings and cash flows have
been severely impacted this year means the stock no longer looks attractive on
either price to earnings or free cash flow yield.

• A severe contraction in economic growth is likely to persist in the near term.

• The crisis has reignited trade tensions, with talk of reducing reliance on
Chinese sources of supply.

• From a valuation viewpoint, the case for equities remains compelling, even
after the rally we have seen. Returns from bonds and cash are likely to be poor
as interest rates slowly normalise.

Opinions, estimates, forecasts, projections and statements of financial market trends are based on market conditions at the date of the publication, constitute our judgment and are subject to change without
notice. There can be no guarantee they will be met.
All data is sourced by J.P. Morgan Asset Management and is correct as at the date of this commentary.
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Performance

0.04-1.01-3.78-3.85-4.96-0.40-0.53Excess return (geometric)

3.47-1.39-4.73-12.15-21.793.893.42Benchmark

3.51-2.39-8.33-15.53-25.673.472.88
JPM Europe Strategic Value A
(acc) - EUR
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6.71-0.081.53-3.60-1.28Excess return (geometric)

0.667.428.26-11.6419.56Benchmark

7.427.339.91-14.8118.02
JPM Europe Strategic Value A
(acc) - EUR

20152016201720182019%

Past performance is not a reliable indicator of current and future results.
Source: J.P. Morgan Asset Management. Share class performance is shown based on the
NAV (net asset value) of the above share class with income (gross of shareholder tax)
reinvested including actual ongoing charges excluding any entry and exit fees. Performance
over one year is annualised. Share class inception date is 31.03.2005.

KEY RISKS

The Sub-Fund is subject to Investment risks and Other associated risks from the
techniques and securities it uses to seek to achieve its objective.

The table on the right explains how these risks relate to each other and the
Outcomes to the Shareholder that could affect an investment in the Sub-Fund.

Investors should also read Risk Descriptions in the Prospectus for a full description
of each risk.

Investment risks Risks from the Sub-Fund's techniques and securities

Techniques
Hedging
Style bias

Securities
Equities

▼
Other associated risks Further risks the Sub-Fund is exposed to from its use of
the techniques and securities above

Currency Market

▼
Outcomes to the Shareholder Potential impact of the risks above

Loss Shareholders could
lose some or all of their
money.

Volatility Shares of the
Sub-Fund will fluctuate
in value.

Failure to meet the Sub-
Fund’s objective.

http://www.jpmorganassetmanagement.lu
http://www.jpmorganassetmanagement.lu
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FOR PROFESSIONAL CLIENTS/QUALIFIED INVESTORS ONLY - NOT FOR RETAIL USE OR DISTRIBUTION
The term 'Fund' used throughout this document refers to the relevant 'Sub-Fund', which is a legal term used in the Prospectus.
For Professional Clients / Qualified Investors only – not for Retail use or
distribution.This is a marketing communication and as such the views contained
herein do not form part of an offer, nor are they to be taken as advice or a
recommendation, to buy or sell any investment or interest thereto. Reliance upon
information in this material is at the sole discretion of the reader. Any research in
this document has been obtained and may have been acted upon by J.P. Morgan
Asset Management for its own purpose. The results of such research are being
made available as additional information and do not necessarily reflect the views of
J.P. Morgan Asset Management. Any forecasts, figures, opinions, statements of
financial market trends or investment techniques and strategies expressed are,
unless otherwise stated, J.P. Morgan Asset Management’s own at the date of this
document. They are considered to be reliable at the time of writing, may not
necessarily be all inclusive and are not guaranteed as to accuracy. They may be
subject to change without reference or notification to you. It should be noted that
the value of investments and the income from them may fluctuate in accordance
with market conditions and taxation agreements and investors may not get back
the full amount invested. Changes in exchange rates may have an adverse effect on
the value, price or income of the products or underlying overseas investments.
Past performance and yield are not a reliable indicator of current and future
results. There is no guarantee that any forecast made will come to pass.
Furthermore, whilst it is the intention to achieve the investment objective of the
investment products, there can be no assurance that those objectives will be met.
J.P. Morgan Asset Management is the brand name for the asset management
business of JPMorgan Chase & Co. and its affiliates worldwide. As the product may
not be authorised or its offering may be restricted in your jurisdiction, it is the
responsibility of every reader to satisfy himself as to the full observance of the laws
and regulations of the relevant jurisdiction. Prior to any application investors are
advised to take all necessary legal, regulatory and tax advice on the consequences
of an investment in the products. Shares or other interests may not be offered to,
or purchased, directly or indirectly by US persons. All transactions should be based
on the latest available Prospectus, the Key Investor Information Document (KIID)
and any applicable local offering document. These documents together with the
annual report, semi-annual report and the articles of incorporation for the
Luxembourg domiciled products are available free of charge upon request from
JPMorgan Asset Management (Europe) S.à r.l., 6 route de Trèves, L-2633
Senningerberg, Grand Duchy of Luxembourg, your financial adviser or your J.P.
Morgan Asset Management regional contact.In Switzerland, JPMorgan Asset
Management (Switzerland) LLC, Dreikönigstrasse 37, 8002 Zurich, acts as Swiss
representative of the funds and J.P. Morgan (Suisse) SA, 8 Rue de la Confédération,
1204 Geneva, as paying agent of the funds. JPMorgan Asset Management
(Switzerland) LLC herewith informs investors that with respect to its distribution
activities in and from Switzerland it receives commissions pursuant to Art. 34 para.
2bis of the Swiss Collective Investment Schemes Ordinance dated 22 November
2006. These commissions are paid out of the management fee as defined in the
fund documentation. Further information regarding these commissions, including
their calculation method, may be obtained upon written request from JPMorgan
Asset Management (Switzerland) LLC. To the extent permitted by applicable law,
we may record telephone calls and monitor electronic communications to comply
with our legal and regulatory obligations and internal policies. This communication
is issued in Europe (excluding UK) by JPMorgan Asset Management (Europe) S.à
r.l., 6 route de Trèves, L-2633 Senningerberg, Grand Duchy of Luxembourg, R.C.S.
Luxembourg B27900, corporate capital EUR 10.000.000. This communication is
issued in the UK by JPMorgan Asset Management (UK) Limited, which is authorised
and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Registered in England No.
01161446. Registered address: 25 Bank Street, Canary Wharf, London E14 5JP.
Singapore: EXCLUSIVE USE BY INTERMEDIARIES – NOT FOR FURTHER
DISTRIBUTION. In Singapore this material is issued by JPMorgan Asset Management
(Singapore) Limited (Co. Reg. No. 197601586K). This advertisement or publication
has not been reviewed by the Monetary Authority of Singapore. This document has
not been registered as a prospectus with the Monetary Authority of Singapore.
Accordingly, this document or any other material in connection with the offer or
sale, or invitation for subscription or purchase, of the fund(s) mentioned in this
document may not be circulated or distributed, whether directly or indirectly, to
persons in Singapore other than (i) to an institutional investor pursuant to Section
304 of the Securities and Futures Act, Chapter 289 of Singapore (the “SFA”) or (ii)
otherwise pursuant to, and in accordance with the conditions of, any other
applicable provision of the SFA. Hong Kong: EXCLUSIVE USE BY INTERMEDIARIES
OR PROFESSIONAL INVESTORS WITHIN THE MEANING OF THE SECURITIES AND
FUTURES ORDAINANCE – NOT FOR FURTHER DISTRIBUTION. Investment involves
risk. Offering document should be read for further details including the risk factors.
Past performance information presented is not indicative of future performance.
Investments in emerging markets, if relevant, may be more volatile than other
markets and the risk to your capital is therefore greater. This material and funds
mentioned may not be authorized by the Securities and Futures Commission in
Hong Kong and may not be available to the public of Hong Kong. This material has
not been reviewed by the Securities and Futures Commission. Issued in Hong Kong
by JPMorgan Funds (Asia) Limited. Australia: For Wholesale clients only. This
document is not intended to be distributed or passed on, directly or indirectly, to
any person who is not a wholesale client as defined in the Corporations Act. This
document contains only factual information, which is not intended to be and must
not be taken as financial product advice. Independent advice must be obtained
before making any financial decisions. To the extent permitted by applicable law,
we may record telephone calls and monitor electronic communications to comply
with our legal and regulatory obligations and internal policies. This document is
issued by JPMorgan Asset Management (Australia) Limited (ABN 55143832080)

(AFSL 376919), which is regulated by the Australian Securities and Investments
Commission. Personal data will be collected, stored and processed by J.P. Morgan
Asset Management in accordance with our Privacy Policy
https://am.jpmorgan.com/global/privacy.Malaysia: This document is provided in
response to your request. This document is for informational purposes only and
does not constitute an invitation or offer to the public. As the recognition by the
Malaysian Securities Commission pursuant to section 212 of The Malaysian Capital
Markets And Services Act 2007 has not been / will not be obtained nor will this
document be lodged or registered with the Malaysian Securities Commission, the
fund hereunder is not being and will not be deemed to be issued, made available,
offered for subscription or purchase in Malaysia and neither this document or
other material in connection therewith should be distributed, caused to be
distributed or circulated in Malaysia. Philippines: THIS MATERIAL IS PROVIDED IN
RESPONSE TO YOUR REQUEST. Under Republic Act No. 8799, known as the
Securities Regulation Code of the Philippines (the “Code”), and its implementing
rules, securities, such as the Securities, are not permitted to be sold or offered for
sale or distribution within the Philippines unless such securities are approved for
registration by the Securities and Exchange Commission of the Philippines (“SEC”)
or are otherwise exempt securities or sold pursuant to an exempt transaction. To
the extent that the Code is deemed applicable to any offering of Securities to
Philippine investors, the Securities are being offered pursuant to an exempt
transaction under Section 10.1(l) of the Code. The securities described herein have
not been registered with the Securities And Exchange Commission under the
securities regulation code of the Philippines. Any future offer or sale thereof is
subject to the registration requirements under the code unless such offer or sale
qualifies as an exempt transaction. Brunei: This material is provided in response to
your request. This material relates to a private collective investment scheme under
the Securities Markets Order, 2013 and the regulations thereunder. This material is
intended for distribution only to specific classes of investors as specified in the
Order and must not, therefore, be delivered to, or relied on by, a retail client. The
Authority is not responsible for reviewing or verifying any material or other
documents in connection with this collective investment scheme. The Authority has
not approved this material or any other associated documents nor taken any steps
to verify the information set out in this prospectus and has no responsibility for it.
The units to which this material relates may be illiquid or subject to restrictions on
their resale. Prospective purchasers of the units offered should conduct their own
due diligence on the units. Thailand: The document is provided in response to your
request. The document has not been approved by the Securities and Exchange
Commission which takes no responsibility for its contents. No offer to the public to
purchase the Funds will be made in Thailand and this document is intended to be
read by the addressee only and must not be passed to, issued to, or shown to the
public generally. Indonesia: The document is provided in response to your request.
This material does not constitute an offer to sell nor a solicitation to buy securities
in Indonesia. All rights reserved. India: This material is provided in response to
your request. The interests in the Fund(s) mentioned in this document is/are not
being offered to the Indian public for sale or subscription but are being privately
placed with a limited number of Sophisticated Private and Institutional investors.
The interests in the Fund(s) is/are not registered or approved by the Securities and
Exchange Board of India, the Reserve Bank of India or any other
governmental/regulatory authority in India. This document is not and should not
be deemed to be a ‘prospectus’ as defined under the provisions of the Companies
Act, 2013 (18 of 2013) and it will not be filed with any regulatory authority in India.
Pursuant to the Foreign Exchange Management Act, 1999 and the regulations
issued there under, any investor resident in India may be required to obtain prior
special permission of the Reserve Bank of India before making investments outside
of India, including any investment in the Fund. The Fund(s) mentioned in this
document, have/has neither obtained any approval from the Reserve Bank of India
or any other regulatory authority in India nor intends to do so, hence any eligible
investor who is resident of India will be entirely responsible for determining their
eligibility to invest in the interests in the Fund(s). Vietnam: The document is
provided in response to your request. This Document does not contemplate an
offer to sell the interests in the Fund in Vietnam. The Document has not been
approved by the State Securities Commission of Vietnam or any other competent
authorities in Vietnam which takes no responsibility for its contents. No offer to
purchase the interests in the Fund will be made in Vietnam and this Document is
intended to be read by the addressee only and must not be passed to, issued to, or
shown to the public generally. The value of the interests in the Fund, the possibility
of gaining profit and the level of risk stipulated in this data in purely for reference
purposes only and may change at any time depending on market status.
Investment in this Fund does not carry any assurance that investors will make a
profit. Investors should themselves carefully balance the risks and the level of
those risks before they make any decision to invest in this Fund. It is investors’
responsibilities to ensure that they are eligible to make investment in this Fund.
Investors are responsible for obtaining all applicable approvals and complying with
requirements under Vietnamese laws. Korea: The document is provided to you at
your request. Neither the Fund mentioned in this document nor the issuer of this
document is making any representation with respect to the eligibility of any
recipients of this document to acquire the interests in the Fund therein under the
laws of Korea, including but without limitation the Financial Investment Services &
Capital Market Act, Foreign Exchange Transaction Act and Regulations and
thereunder. The interests in the Fund have not been registered under the Financial
Investment Services and Capital Markets Act, and none of the interests in the Fund
may be offered, sold or delivered, or offered or sold to any person for re-offering
or resale, directly or indirectly, in Korea or to any resident of Korea except
pursuant to applicable laws and regulations of Korea.
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